
Duck Patch Small
This patch uses the tapestry crochet method.
Make 1 in White/Soft Green/Orange/Grey

Tension 
13 sts x 15 rows worked in dc to measure 10cmx10cm using 6mm crochet hook, or
hook required to meet stated tension. This patch should measure 20cmx20cm.

Using 6mm hook and Soft Green, ch 24.
Row 1 (RS)
1dc in second ch from hook (skipped 1ch does not count as a st), 1dc in each st across,
turn. [23 dc]
Continue to follow the tapestry crochet chart for a single duck to Row 27, joining
new colours where necessary.

Border
With RS facing, attach White with ss to first
st in top right corner, 1ch, 1dc in each st
across top, 1ch, turn to work down the left
side, 1dc in each row end, 1ch, 1dc in each ch
across bottom, 1ch, turn to work up the right
side, 1dc in each row, 1ch, ss to first st to
join. [100 dc]
Fasten off and weave in ends. 
Block to 20cm x 20cm.

Part 4



Duck Patch Large 
This patch uses the tapestry crochet method.
Make 1 in White/Soft Green/Orange/Grey

Tension 
13 sts x 15 rows worked in dc to measure 10cmx10cm using 6mm crochet hook, or hook
required to meet stated tension. This block should measure 40cmx20cm.

Using 6mm hook and Soft Green, ch 48.
Row 1 (RS)
1dc in second ch from hook (skipped 1ch does not count as a st), 1dc across, turn. [47 dc]
Continue to follow the tapestry crochet chart for three ducks to Row 27, joining new
colours where necessary.
To prevent work from becoming overly bulky, Orange yarn for the legs and beak can be
joined separately for each motif and left on the WS of the work, to be picked up again in the
following row. To achieve this, prepare three x 3m balls of Orange to be joined in Row 5 and
again in Row 19.
Grey yarn for eye is joined individually and fastened off after each eye stitch is made in
Row 21. Do not carry this between motifs.

This pattern has been designed by Helen Anderson for Hobbycraft.
This pattern is for personal use only, not to be resold, or reproduced.
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Border
With RS facing, attach White with ss to first st in top right corner, 1ch, 1dc in each st
across top, 1ch, turn to work down the left side, 1dc in each row end, 1ch, 1dc in each ch
across bottom, 1ch, turn to work up the right side, 1dc in each row, 1ch, ss to first st to
join.  [148 dc]
Fasten off and weave in ends. 
Block to 40cm x 20cm.
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Berry Patch 
Make 1 in each of Soft Green, Pink, Magenta and Denim Saxe

Tension 
13 sts x 13 rows worked in berry pattern repeat to measure 10cmx10cm using 6mm
crochet hook, or hook required to meet stated tension. This patch should measure
20cmx20cm

Special stitches - see pattern notes 

Using 6mm hook, ch 24.
Row 1 (RS)
1dc in second ch from hook (skipped 1ch does not count as a st), 1dc in each st across, turn.
[23 dc]
Row 2 (WS)
1ch (does not count as a st throughout), (1dc, 1berry) eleven times, 1dc in last st, turn. [12 dc,
11 berry]
Row 3
1ch, 1dc in each st across, turn. [23 dc]
Rep Rows 2 and 3, ten more times.
Fasten off and weave in ends. 

Border
With RS facing, attach White with ss to first st in top right corner, 1ch, 1dc in each st across
the top, 1ch, turn to work down the left side, (1 dc in each of next 4 row ends, 2dc in next
row end) four times, 1dc in each of next 3 row ends, 1ch, 1dc in each ch across bottom, turn
to work up the right side, (1 dc in each of next 4 row ends, 2dc in next row end) four times,
1dc in each of next 3 row ends, 1ch, ss to first dc to join. [100 dc]
Fasten off and weave in ends.
Block to 20cm x 20cm.


